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of Physics at the University of Maryland, has built a map of the Milky Way using the data from the Gaia satellite, which was launched in 2013 and is in orbit around the Sun. The data from the satellite has been collected over almost a billion stars that Gaia has observed and the
resulting map of the Milky Way shows the warp in the galaxy’s disk of stars caused by the Milky Way’s disk being warped in such a way that the disk is shifting toward the center of the galaxy. Henkel’s map gives us a look at how the stars are distributed throughout the galaxy.Q:

Redirecting FROM a Cloud Page to a Landing page using Javascript? I have a question about redirecting a Cloudpage (PWA) to a landing page, after I login, the PWA delivers a redirect to the landing page that I own and designed. I just want to know if it is possible to do a redirect on
the cloud page to the landing page using Javascript? Thank You. A: If you want to do it on the Cloudpage, you need to do it there. If you're not familiar with webhooks, you can set them up by logging into your Google Developer Console and adding a webhook:

https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/primers/web-push/#webhooks. Once you get the webhook, which can be handled in a server-side language (most languages should work), you can make a request to your backend to redirect to your landing page. In the code, you
would do something like: if (data.auth!== null && data.auth.code) { window.location.
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